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  Any parent, instructor, or therapist can use this publication and help a kid with sensory or engine
problems!This invaluable resource by Dr Lucy Jane Miller and Doreit Bialer helps teach cost
effective, functional, on the spot ideas to use for children with sensory issues at home, at school, or
in a community setting.
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 This reserve is written clearly and can be comprehended by parents along with professionals.
Highly recommend if your child has sensory issues simply because a standalone or with ADHD,
autism, or any other disorder. You can find great ideas that will help all children not only SPD
children. Informative. Five Stars Excellent book! I've been an OT for more years than I want to admit
and I found this to be a fantastic source.Since reading it, I have recommended it to others in
addition to starting to browse it again, incase I missed something the 1st time round. Well written. A
very helpful book As an OT, I must say i appreciate this reserve. They obviously organize the
sensory areas and provide several affordable interventions for each area of difficulty.very informative
Ive been scanning this book since I got it several weeks ago and I am happy that I chose that one
over others. I am an OT for more years than I would like to admit and I found this to be an excellent
resource. Helping me understand and equip myself to work with my sensational boy! Perfect!The
book really makes things simple, the descriptions and words are not complicated in fact it is easy to
seem sensible of. Also rexommended for teachers with xhallenging students that pout and throw a
fit over something we believe or feel is little and meaningless. Fantastic! Very practical. Good job! I
was happy when I saw my book arriving two earlier than they told me Five Stars Extremely helpful
in understanding SPD!
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